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A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word 

 

Contains-recommend-regardless transmit-PC- database combination honored-crop 

1. Could you please ................... an appropriate monolingual dictionary to me? 

2. The building is a ................... of new and old styles. 

3. We have to............... our culture to future generation. 

4. He opened a bag which............. a pen, a book, and a ruler. 

5. The pollution is endangering the....................... 

6. Elderly people feel ............... when we respect them. 

7. Online dictionary offers direct access through large.............to a host of information. 

8. People from different nations............... of their race take part in this event. 

2 

2 

B: Match definition In A with the words in B: one is extra in B: 

 

----------A-----------                                                              ----------B----------- 

9. Consider a. ideas about what is right and wrong 

10. Deserve b. an important topic  

11. Morals c. to suddenly decide 

12. Jump into d. to be worthy 

13. Issue e. willing to talk and give information to others 

14. communicative f. to think carefully about a decision 

 g. at the high or difficult level 
 

1.5 
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C: Choose the correct choice: 

 

15. What do you do when you don't know the meaning of a word? I...il.... in a dictionary. 

1. Give...up            2. Look....up                   3. Build.....up                      4. bring.......up 

16. ...... students have a level of knowledge that is between the basic and advanced level. 

1. Intermediate          2. Beginner                3. Medium              4. Interchangeable 

17. The technology of ......... phone is developing quickly. 
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1. Lazy                         2. Wise                    3. Smart              4. kind 

18. She is often ill, and Jack spared no ....... to make her well. 

1. vases                        2. pains                    3. gain             4.tears 

19. The old mother.... A diary when she was young. 

1. Burst                         2.kept                       3.paused          4. replied 

20. The teacher............. The chairs carefully around the class. 

1. arranged                   2.avoided                 3.contained        4.confused 

21. If you want to achieve your ...., you must have a careful plan. 

1.purpose                      2.propose                 3.browse             4.suppose 

22. Many of the students are…..... In French and English. 

1.superhuman              2.bilingual                    3.physician         4.monolingual 

23. I would like to express my ... and thanks to you all. 

1.appreciation              2.comprehension        3.communication        4.connection 

4 

D: Math the two parts. one is extra in B: 

    A        B 

24. By a. effectively 

25. Close b. friends 

26. Communicate c. common 

27. word d. the way 

 e. families 
 

1 
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E: Fill in the blanks with the given words: 

 

No matter what we do, and who we are, we must love our parents as they love us .......28......... It is 

our ......29....... To help them when needed because they are not young enough to ......30....... Things 

on their.......31........ Like before. A few years ......32....... We will also grow older. If today we respect 

them, our present and future ......33....... Will carry those values as ........34....... 

28. 1.conditionally 2.unconditionally 3.expectedly 4.unexpectedly 

29. 1.safety 2.pity 3.duty 4.charity 

30. 1.cradle 2.middle 3.handle 4.candle 

31. 1.town 2.own 3.down 4. grown 

32. 1. hence 2.so 3.thus 4. sense 

33. 1.addition 2. information 3.cxplanation 4.generation 

34. 1.good 2. also 3.too 4.well 
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Writing 

D: Attack these words: 

word 35. disconnection 36. endangering 

prefix ------------ ------------ 

root ------------ ------------ 

suffix ------------ ------------ 

 

 

1.5 
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E: Combine these sentence with 'and', 'or', 'but', 'so'.کاما و حروف کوچک و بزرگ را رعایت کنید 

37. My brother has a lot of books. My brother never reads them. 

 

0.5 
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F: Complete the sentences 'and', 'or', 'but', 'so'. 

38. We can take a taxi .......... travel by train. 

 

39. My English class is enjoyable ……… I have a lot of homework. 

 

1 
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G: Unscramble the following sentences.مرتب کنید 

40. Reza/ the class / attend / in hospital/ he/cannot so/is/,/./ 

 

1 

10 

Grammar 

H: Complete the sentences according to tag questions. 

41. Kate forgot to feed the chickens, .........? 

42. The girls .............. weaving a carpet, were they? 

1 

11 
I: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. 

43. I have two parrots. they ................in the cage (keep) 
1 

12 

J: Combine the sentences using relative pronouns. 

44. The woman is a history teacher. 

       I met her last week. 

 

1 

13 

K: Make active and passive sentences: .با کلمات به هم ریخته زیر یک جمله معلوم و یک جمله مجهول بنویسید 

I   / keep / in the fridge / the butter/ always. 

45. Active: .......................................................... 

46. Passive: ....................................................... 

 

 

1 
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L: Read the passage and answer the questions: 

 There are several types of dictionaries for instance: general Dic which explains the meanings of 

general words, technical Dic which explain the meanings of technical words, biography one which 

tells about famous people, and learner's Dic which is designed for foreign students, has more usage 

examples & clear simple definitions. Glossary is a brief list of the words with their meaning, at the 

end of books. It is necessary to first identify your needs. Without choosing the right one, you cannot 

meet your needs. Regarding the level there are usually three stages: elementary, intermediate & 

advanced. For high school students, an elementary one is OK. The first monolingual Persian Dic 

which is still published was compiled more than 900 years ago. Loghat-e Fors was made by Asadi 

Tusi who was a famous poct in the 5 century, the inventory of entries has been arranged according 

to the final characters of the words. There are example sentences which were taken from poetry. This 

Dic is an invaluable treasure of Persian language. 

47. A short list of the words at the end of the book is called .............. 

1.Pocket dictionary         2. Glossary        3.learner's dictionary       4.Encyclopedia 

48. what is the word type of 'regardinging' in paragraph 1? 

1. Noun            2. Verb               3. Preposition             4. Adjective 

49. What is the synonym for the underlined word 'inventory' in paragraph 2? 

1.Invention           2.letters             3. List              4.definition 

50. The following sentence is the definition of the word ............. in paragraph 2. 

'a collection of valuable things such as money and gold' 

1.treasure             2.usage                  3.stage                  4.foreign 

51. According to this passage which sentence is correct: 

1.Asadi Tusi arranged the words based on the first letter. 

2. Elementary students need complicated level of the dictionary. 

3.Sentence examples of learner's dictionary are comprehensible. 

4. Technical dictionary provides information about distinguished people. 

Are these sentences true or false? 

52. Identifying needs is an unessential factor to choose a right dictionary.  True ….  False  ….. 

53. Advanced dictionary is suitable for beginners.                                        True ….  False  ….. 

3.5 
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